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Abstract. Remote-sensing observations of the Sun and inner 
heliosphere are reviewed to appraise our understanding of the mix of 
mechanisms that heat the corona and accelerate the solar wind. An 
assessment of experimental uncertainties and the basic assumptions 
needed to translate measurables into physical models, reveals very large 
fundamental uncertainties in our knowledge of coronal structure near the 
Sun. We develop a time-dependent, filamentary model of the extended 
corona that is consistent with a large number of remote sensing 
observations of the solar atmosphere and the solar wind. 

INTRODUCTION 
Although we have known for more than 50 years that the Sun’s corona is more 

than ten times hotter than its photosphere’, we still do not know the mix of non- 
thermal mechanisms that supply the necessary energy. This gap in our knowledge 
exists despite a large effort devoted to this task (see, e.g., /2/, and references 
therein). The central problem is that our entire data base rests on remote sensing 
observations, which do not have unique interpretations regarding details of coronal 
structure. Nevertheless, much is generally known from a combination of 
observational constraints, augmented by theory. These observations have included 
both scattered and directly emitted photons from the extended solar atmosphere, and 
in situ particles and fields observations measured beyond 0.3 AU. No data from in 
situ measurements of coronal structure exist at distances within 0.3 AU of the Sun. 

The solar corona as viewed in white light or soft X rays appears to be composed 
of streamers that extend outward from helmet-like closed-field structures. Coronal 
holes, defined by a very low rate of photon emission, fill the space between 
streamers. This quiescent state is disrupted at times by coronal mass ejections 
(CMEs), defined by the sudden expulsion of large volumes of relatively dense gas. 

The outer portion of the corona as viewed through in situ observations of the 
solar wind, has three distinct states: the slow-speed and high-speed solar wind, and 
CMEs. Whereas slow-speed solar wind appears to originate in the generally 
magnetically closed corona, high-speed solar wind originates in coronal holes. 
CMEs as identified by several intrinsic characteristics in interplanetary space have 
been shown to be extensions of CMEs seen closer to the Sun through their transient 
enhanced photon emission3. 

Interpretations of the solar wind beyond 0.3 AU have identified the slow 
solar wind and CMEs as most-probably driven by time-dependent, spatially- 
structured processes in the low c ~ r o n a ~ ’ ~ ,  and the high-speed solar wind as driven 
by quasi-time-stationary, structure-free coronal processes5-’. By structure-free we 
mean that the time dependences of heating processes that drive the wind are much 
less than the convection times over coronal distance scales, needed to fill the 
overlying layers with smoothly outflowing gas. 

We presently do not understand the mechanisms that supply the energy 
needed to maintain any of the foregoing classes of coronal structures. However, 
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we expect the task of determining those that heat coronal holes and drive the high- 
speed solar wind to be the simplest, because of their nearly structure-free, time- 
stationary appearance. Regardless of simplicity though, coronal holes and their 
high-speed extensions are important because they fill most of interplanetary space8- 
. We will therefore concentrate here on what is known, and needs to be known, 

about the state of the solar corona that supports a high-speed solar wind. 
Our approach will build directly on properties of coronal gas at heliocentric 

distances less than 5.5 solar radii (R,) and beyond 0.3 AU, as inferred from a wide 
variety of remote-sensing observables. Rather than develop a single model that 
seems to be consistent with many of these observables (as done, e.g., by / I  1,12/ ), 
we will attempt to illustrate the range of conditions that are consistent with the 
observables as directly measured, but subject to different, yet plausible 
interpretations. Previous such attempts assumed a steady-state expansion that 
continuously fills the corona near the S U ~ " , ' ~ ' ' ~  . If correct, then the fluid mass 
conservation equation, 

10 

can be used to determine V(R) given: 1) the solar wind particle flux measured at 
Earth, Neve, 2) the areal expansion factor of individual stream tubes relative to that 
at Earth, AJA(R), and 3) the profile of coronal densities, N(R), inferred from 
coronagraph observations. 

Once V(R) is known, the radial dependence of total pressure can be 
determined from the momentum equation, 

mpMNV(dV/dR) = - dP/dR - NGMsmpM/(R2R,), (2)  

where mp is the mass of the proton, M is the mean molecular weight of the gas, P 
is the total pressure (which includes contributions from the thermal plasma, waves, 
and possibly other sources of momentum), G is the gravitational constant, and 
is the mass of the Sun. We define an effective temperature, Teff, through the 
relation, P = NkTeff, where k is Boltzmann's constant. 

OBSERVABLES 
Density: The profile of density in the radial range between 1.16 and 5.5 R, has 
been inferred from the measured polarized brightness of Thomson-scattered white 
light from the photosphere. Densities have been inferred under the assumption of 
an absence of fine-scale filamentation. Four such determinations at polar latitudes 
near A=90° are reproduced in Figure 1'4-16*'8*19. All curves are as given in the 
literature except that from Saito /19/, which used his combined latitude-radial 
distance formula averaged between A = 80' and 90". Inspection of Figure 1 shows 
that three of the four profiles are closely similar, but differ markedly from that 
obtained by Saito at distances larger than about 2 R,. We will not use the Saito 
profile in our subsequent estimates of coronal conditions because it cannot supply 
the observed solar wind mass flux at 1 AU13. Nevertheless, we note that the large 
discrepancy evident in Figure 1 either means that densities within coronal holes can 
vary with time, or underscores the potentially large uncertainties in the procedure 
used to translate polarized brightness measurements to plasma densities. Published 
uncertainties range between about f15% and f35% at distances between 1.16 and 
5.5 Rs16. The remaining three profiles all agree within these uncertainties. 
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Figure 1. An overlay of 
radial profiles of coronal 
density determined from 
coronagraph data for four 
different coronal holes at polar 
latitudes. 
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It is not clear how much of these uncertainties refer to the absolute scale of 

densities and how much to their relative radial profile. We note though, that the 
profiles as published can all be fit with functions of the form, N(R)=&R-'i , where 
N(R) is the profile of electron density, R is the heliocentric radial distance in R,, 
and the q and pi are constant  coefficient^'^,'^. We note further that for all three 
profiles, the power law index, pi, at large distances is greater than 317. Resultant 
large radial rates of density decrease indicate the need for continued acceleration out 
to 5.5 R,, or for non-stationary flow conditio~s'~. 

Magnetic Flux-Tube Topologv: A second fundamental characteristic needed to 
specify the state of the corona (see Equation 1) is the non-radial divergence of the 
magnetic field, Fexp(R), which defines the areal expansion along individual stream 
lines. Specifically, 

where A(R) is the profile of flux-tube areas. This problem has been approached in 
several ways. One method is to model the most simple form of the corona, that 
observed at solar minimum, as a magnetic dipole augmented by an axisymmetric 
current sheet in its equatorial plane12. In this case, 

Fexp(R) = 2/R + R2/[a(a+R)2]. (4) 

This model maps all of interplanetary space at large distances into both polar caps. 
If 'a' is determined by requiring the asymptotic value of Fexp to equal that modelled 
during the polar passages of U l y s s e ~ s ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  Fexp(m)= 10.4, then 'a'=5.2. 

A second method is to model the boundaries of a polar hole and assume that all 
magnetic flux tubes within the hole expand homologously. This method was 
adopted for analysis of the polar hole observed by Skylab14, yielding, 
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where F1=l-(F,,-l)exp[(R,-Rl)/cr, F,,=7.26, R1=1.31, %=R,, and 0=0.51. 
A last method is to adopt a combined source-surface and current-sheet model of 

the corona2'. This model is fully specified by the boundary condition at the 
coronal base given by the photospheric magnetic field measured by the Wilcox solar 
Observatory (WSO), and by adoption of a current sheet that follows the observed 
magnetic equator of the Sun. The resultant radial profile at polar latitudes 
calculated during the time of the Ulysses polar passage, can be modelled by", 

F,,,(R) = [10.4 exp(R/D)-8.4 exp( l/D)]/[exp(FUD)+exp( l/D)]. (6) 

Selected profiles are compared in Figure 2. Their differences translate directly into 
uncertainties in the coronal flow state through use of Equations 1 and 2. 
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Figure 2. An overlay of 
four models of the non-radial 
expansion factor of poiar 
magnetic flux tubes. The 
curves marked by circles and 
squares are fits to the mean 
profile ' of Wang et a1.20 
calculated when Ulysses was 
poleward of k60" heliographic 
latitude. The profile estimated 
by Munro and Jackson14 is 
marked by diamonds, and that 
for the McKenzie et a1.12 
model is marked by triangles. 
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Temueratures at the Base of the Corona: Temperatures of electrons in coronal 
holes have been inferred from a variety of remote sensing observations21'22. 
Although most observations can be reconciled with a single, spatially uniform 
temperature that is less than 1.3 x lo6 K for R e 1.621, analysis of Yohkoh SXT 
soft X-ray data yields temperatures in the range between 1.8 and 2.4 x lo6 K at 
distances less than 1.1 Rs22. One possible resolution to this discrepancy is that 
plasma in coronal holes near its base is not spatially uniform. Instead of a single 
structure-free medium, it may consist of an ensemble of thin filaments having 
different plasma states. It is of course also possible that this discrepancy results 
from uncertainties that are traceable to interpretations of different observables. We 
note though that observations of line shapes of Ly a at 1.6 R, indicate two- 
components having temperatures of 1 .6x106 K and 7 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~  K, re~pectively~~. 

Inferred Flow State in Coronal Holes Near the Sun: The recent polar traverse of 
Ulysses", and measurements of the white-light corona by Spartan-201 16, has 
provided the observational underpinnings necessary to use Equations 1 and 2 to 
solve for profiles of solar wind speed and pressure near the Sun. At the time of 
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this traverse, the solar cycle was approaching minimum conditions, the solar corona 
had developed the appearance of a simple dipole augmented by a planar current 
sheet that paralleled the Sun's rotational equatorial plane, and both poles of the Sun 
were covered by large-area coronal holes. However, before proceeding to solve 
Equations 1 and 2, we first need to resolve an essential ambiguity in interpretation 
of the observables. Is the gas that resides in the corona within coronal holes 
smoothly distributed (having plasma characteristics that do not vary sharply in 
space or time), or is coronal structure composed of an ensemble of many thin 
filaments that are filled with transient jets of relatively dense, fast-moving gas? 

Discrimination between these extremes is not possible from remote-sensing 
observations because they necessarily integrate over a large volume of gas along the 
line of sight. Even though the polar corona generally appears to be relatively free 
of fine-scale structure, many auxiliary observations suggest existence of non- 
stationarity and/or fine-scale filamentation; 1) Jets of -lo5 K gas generated by 
explosive events are observed on every field line open to the corona at rates 
between 7.5 and 15 times a Additional, apparently unrelated jet-like 
phenomena seen at -lo5 K are macro spicule^^^*^^. 2) Jets of -2x106 K gas are seen 
in soft X rays to originate at bright points both within and outside of coronal holes, 
and extend upward to altitudes as high as 4x105 km27. 3) High-pass-filtered 
pictures of the polar corona in white light show striations having angular widths 
that match the diameters of supergranules'6728. These striations have been 
associated with polar plumes, which have a lifetime of hours to days2'. 4) Spectra 
of Ly a in Coronal holes reveal two superimposed components ( 1 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~  K and 
7 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~  K)23. 5) Structure functions of scintillations of radio waves from sources 
occulted by the solar corona between about 2 and 6 R, reveal density striations that 
have large axial ratios aligned with the heliocentric radial3'. The apparent s eeds of 
coherent patterns of these fluctuations range between 400 and 1280 km s-' 3! And 
6) velocity distributions of protons throughout the high-speed solar wind beyond 
0.3 AU reveal two relatively convecting, interpenetrating  component^'^-^^. 

Because it is not possible to decide between the foregoing alternatives from 
existing remote-sensing observables, both assumed states need to be given equal 
credibility at the outset. Such an analysis was conducted re~ently '~.  Inversion of 
Equation 1 to deterimine the speed profile near the Sun under the assumption of a 
spatially and temporally uniform corona is relatively straightforward. Sample 
results for non-radial expansion factors given by Equations 4 and 6 are shown in 
Figure 3. They differ markedly throughout the radial distance range that is shown, 
although both profiles have the same asymptotic expansion factor, 10.4. Indeed, 
their difference amounts to more than a factor of three for R between 2 and 5.5. 

Derivation of speed profiles under the assumption of an intrinsically filamented 
corona consisting of spatially-discrete jets of relatively dense, fast plasma, is given 
in /17/. Each jet is assumed to be separated by relatively slow and low density gas 
from the ambient solar wind and/or the rarefaction region generated from evolution 
of the trailing part of the previous jet. A representative speed profile determined 
from Equation 1 is shown in Figure 3. Inspection shows it to have a very different 
character than either of the two steady-state profiles. Rather than increasing 
monotonically with increasing radial distance, it maximizes at -1300 km s'' at - 1.5 
R, before decreasing to a constant terminal speed (at 5.5 R,) of -780 km s-'. When 
one considers the very large uncertainties in determining this speed profile from 
measured observables using Equation 1, it can only be fortuitous that this speed is 
very close to that measured by Ulysses, V = 770 f 23 km s-'. 

Given the foregoing speed profiles, one can proceed to estimate the profile of 
plasma pressure, and hence an effective temperature, from Equation 2. Because 
this equation was derived under the explicit assumption of time stationarity, it can 
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Figure 3. Overlay of 
solar wind speed profiles 
determined for three different 
assumptions of coronal 
topology. See the text for 
details. 
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only be applied for the steady-state model of the polar corona. The result is 
prediction of a broad distribution of v : ~  hot effective temperatures, approaching a 
maximum close to lo7 K at about 4 R, . Such high extended temperatures require 
extended heat and/or momentum input to the accelerating plasma. 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
Summary of Results: Models of the coronal flow state were derived from 
representative sets of remote-sensing data using two extreme, yet credible 
assumptions. The first assumed a steady-state, spherically symmetric flow that 
fills the corona near the Sun. Resultant profiles of flow speed are monotonically 
increasing out to, and perhaps beyond, 5.5 R,, but differ markedly in magnitude 
because of large uncertainties in both the observables and their analysis procedures. 
All such profiles require extended energy and/or momentum additions in order to 
maintain an extended positive acceleration. 

An alternative assumption is that the corona is filamentary and time dependent. 
Such an assumption is supported by a host of remote-sensing observations 
summarized in section 2. Its adoption yields a speed profile that is very different 
from that which results from a steady-state model using the same data. In contrast 
to the monotonic acceleration of plasma out to at least 5.5 R,, the speed profile 
reaches a maximum at -1.5 R,, and then decreases to a constant value at 5.5 R,. 
Of course, all speed profiles between the steady-state and pulsed-model profiles 
shown in Figure 3 are possible if only a fraction of the coronal magnetic flow tubes 
map to supergranule cells that support reconnection driven transients. 

Derivation of the pressure profile for the pulsed model is not simple because an 
explicitly time-dependent hydrodynamic analysis is required. 

Discussion: A schematic icture of an assumed filamentary, time-dependent 
corona has been assembled from a host of remote-sensing observables. The 
resultant picture is shown in Figure 4. It is composed of an ensemble of 2.5O-wide 
flow tubes extending between the photosphere and -14 €&. The radial segments on 
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Figure 4. Schematic 
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each flow tube that correspond to the most recently launched jets are colored red, 
those that correspond to the previously launched jets are colored blue, and those 
that correspond to an overlap between two jets are colored green. The remaining 
segments are left white. 

First, there are a lot of 
'empty' flow-tube segments between discrete jets at radial distances sunward of 6 
R,, but very few such segments beyond 6 R,. Surface currents must flow along all 
boundaries between the jet segments and their neighboring low density 'empty' 
segments, in order to confine the jets to their flow tubes by J X B forces. 
However, these currents are unstable to the generation of electrostatic drift waves 
having k vectors perpendicular to B and wavelengths of the order of the roton 

provides a natural (and to our knowledge, the only) explanation for their observed 
radial profile (i.e., the axial ratios of IPS density irregularities decrease sharply 
from values greater than 10 at distances less than 6 R,, to unity at larger distances). 
Resultant density gradients evident in Figure 4 should provide conditions that are 
prime for the enhanced damping of AlhCn waves through application of a host of 
non-standard processes summarized by Parke?'. 

We also note from Figure 4 that interactions between the leading edges of 
succeeding jets and the trailing edges of preceeding jets begin beyond -6 R,, where 
the flow is collisionless yet still sub-AlfvCnic. A very complex interaction should 
develop, perhaps involving the generation of strong forward and reverse 
electrostatic shocks. This interaction should have measurable consequences at 
radial distances well beyond 14 R,. A determination of this interaction and its 
consequences needs to be pursued. 

Acknowledgments. This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. 
Department of Energy with financial support from NASA. 

Inspection reveals several interesting observations. 

gyroradiu~~~.  Such a configuration is consistent with IPS observations 30.31%. It 
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